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About This Game

Solar System, 2908
Today, sunny...
But as always...

The sun is rapidly aging... It began to grow 600 years ago.
Scientists slightly miscalculated... In a few billion years.

People moved to the space stations orbiting planets.
At close orbits are civilized space cities.

On the distant orbits live criminals, pirates, and other rabble.
The cities are overpopulated; the level of living is low.

Constant attacks by pirates do not make life better.
It's time to get out from the solar system...

Do you love space themes? Excellent! Do you love hardcore shooters? Even better. I have something to offer you.
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I present to you a fascinating excursion in the solar system of the future.
A game with a futuristic anti-utopian story — a hardcore shooter with RPG elements.

Destroy enemy ships, collect money, improve your ship, and fight with the bosses.
Your goal is to fly away from dying solar system in search of a better life.
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I was pleasantly surprised with how good this game was, especially after seeing some bad reviews. The graphics are detailed and
interesting. The audio is fantastic. The sequence with the exploding plane, exotic dancers and Donald Trump is just the best!

I recommend you buy this game for all your friends right now!
. Painfull to Load Level wow then i die and have to wait for intro for another 20 minutes... ..and Delete!. i only got to firts
plannet mars i couldn't that took about 2 to 4 minuts around there whonce there you can shop then when you try to go on next
plannet very soon here come a alion ufo with twin barrel shooter guns it move too much faster then you own ship yours move
too slow to get out it way when it fire a number of times and you just can't get out of it way in time of it's ballets and guest what
your ship is distroyed they do give opperternity to try it again many time you whant. it disant matter your ship will end up with
the same resauls. the graffits in this game is lossie my pc is very high powerd. this very important your ship as very thin armor
metal plainting it gets blowon up too fast other words.. Shovelware.. Ignorning the sluggish controls, the god-awful and drawn
out story, the low variety, the royalty free music, the stupid shop systen, the awful balance, etc. etc, this game doesn't even work
right. There have been multiple times where I would click "Exit game" and then my computer will not let my mouse work
anymore and I have to sign out of the account just to open a window.. In 2015 the developer promised an update that will let you
skip the extremely long introduction. I don't think even EA would take this long to introduce that.. Have you ever gone in too far
with the Q-Tip?. i only got to firts plannet mars i couldn't that took about 2 to 4 minuts around there whonce there you can shop
then when you try to go on next plannet very soon here come a alion ufo with twin barrel shooter guns it move too much faster
then you own ship yours move too slow to get out it way when it fire a number of times and you just can't get out of it way in
time of it's ballets and guest what your ship is distroyed they do give opperternity to try it again many time you whant. it disant
matter your ship will end up with the same resauls. the graffits in this game is lossie my pc is very high powerd. this very
important your ship as very thin armor metal plainting it gets blowon up too fast other words.. long intro and if you die you have
to listen to it again
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